ACTION IN THE PYP

We believe that education must extend beyond the classroom walls. As a result of the learning process, students should take self-initiated action. This action is highlighted at Mountainview on the board outside of the library and weekly in the green sheet. Action is a verb but it can be much more than just doing. Consider the following...

Doing...
Have students done something?
Ex: Helped pick up trash after learning about recycling?

Thinking...
Have students thought differently? Have they wondered? Inquired?
Ex: Student went to the public library and checked out a book on Harriet Tubman to learn more about her.

Feeling...
Have students felt different? Empathized?
Ex: After the provocation on hunger, student donated to Pack of Hope.

Saying...
Have students explained something?
Ex: Student pointed out a verb in his library book after learning about this in word study.

Being...
Have student acted differently? Changed behaviors?
Ex: After the learner profile self-assessment, student made more principled choices.